Southern Workers Assembly  
**During the DNC**  
Sept. 3, 2012, 1pm-5pm  
Wedgewood Baptist Church, 4800 Wedgewood Dr., **Charlotte, NC**

Join Southern unions, worker organizations, civil rights, human rights, and immigrant rights, unemployed, young workers, faith and community groups to begin a process of uniting Southern workers into a movement to organize labor in the South.

As the international media floods Charlotte to cover the Democratic National Convention, the eyes of the world will be watching. The fact that the DNC is being held in Charlotte, NC, a city that took the lead in opposing the right of city workers to join unions; and that influenced the enactment of the state law NC GS 95-98 that bans collective bargaining rights for public sector workers in NC, means that Southern workers must be in Charlotte during the time of the DNC, to tell the world about anti-labor laws, polices and history of the U.S. federal and states government and corporations operating in the South.

The Southern Workers Assembly will be a convergence of rank-and-file workers from states throughout the South demanding democratic and human rights. It will demand that the U.S. and NC be accountable to international laws outlined by treaties and conventions of the United Nations, which the U.S. and NC have been instructed to abide by, following a complaint to the International Labor Organization filed in 2006, by the NC Public Service Workers Union-UE Local 150 and many U.S. and international unions. **Join this movement building action!**

http://southernworker.org  •  info@southernworker.org  •  252-314-2363
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